ABOUT US
We want a better world.
But we are surrounded by complicated,
overwhelming and seemingly hopeless
social problems.
We have the tools at our fingertips to
unravel their knots. CMAC is transforming
that technology to confront the challenges
of our time.

MEET CMAC
The Center for Mind
and Culture, Inc.

CONTACT US
566 Commonwealth Avenue Suite M-2
Boston MA 02215
857-254-4400
info@mindandculture.org
www.mindandculture.org

www.mindandculture.org

“CMAC is a home for veteran
and apprentice researchers
alike, where innovative ideas
are embraced and new
frontiers of research emerge”

OUR CURRENT
RESEARCH…
•

develops and disburses groundbreaking STEM technology for
children on the margins

•

combats Nightmare Disorder from
residual trauma utilizing specialized
VR technology and techniques

•

distills big datasets to disrupt
pathways of child trafficking

•

and much more…

– Christopher Greene
z

OUR STRATEGY…
OUR MISSION…
The Center for Mind and Culture
(CMAC) is a non-profit research
center that innovates creative
solutions for urgent and complex
social problems. Committed to a
radically interdisciplinary, nonpartisan, high-tech approach, CMAC
mobilizes an international network of
experts to develop and disseminate
visionary insights to public and
professional stakeholders.

Research
CMAC develops, supports, and catalyzes
research initiatives into the unendingly rich
nexus of mind and culture.

Training
CMAC provides an institutional locus for
training people to conduct cutting-edge
research into diverse phenomena.

Outreach
CMAC disseminates knowledge about the
mind-culture nexus so as to have a positive
influence on both academic scholarship and
the general public.

CMAC Devises Actionable Solutions Within Four Main IMPACT Areas:

RESEARCH THAT…

Models Social Systems
we predict trends, estimate threats, inform
policy,
z test potential solutions and ascertain the
expected impacts of a changing world

Engages Virtual
Environments
we access the power of an ever-advancing hightech sector to promote equality, cultivate
inclusiveness and reduce suffering

Quantifies Identities and
Ideologies

Charts Academic
Landscapes

we distill insights about the worldviews and
individual behaviors that propel the concords
and the conflicts within our communities

we uncover a better sense of what defines a
discipline and begin to imagine the ways we
might further improve our scholarship

“CMAC studies the core of humanity’s most
complex problems to imagine creative,
conscious, systematic paths into the future”

“CMAC is the future of interdisciplinary work; it
unites the social and natural sciences to explore the
most interesting dimensions of human life”

– Mary Williams

– Kate Stockly

CMAC is a leader in in applying high-tech tools to solving complex social
problems. We have carved a niche in making vital but inaccessible
information decipherable for practical problem solving.
We excel at amplifying the versatility and practical social impact of highly
trained scholarly and scientific minds.
We distinguish ourselves by
WHAT WE TARGET: complex social
systems and the wicked problems they
produce
THE TOOLS WE USE: data analytics,
computational modeling, neuroimaging,
and whatever else is most useful
THE PEOPLE WE RECRUIT: diverse talent
from every sphere of human wisdom

We can do all this and more when we work collaboratively, apply expert
research, and put high-tech tools into the hands of incredibly creative and
compassionate people in every domain of human endeavor.

Please join us in this effort. Partner with us to unite knowledge and impact.
Help us deploy powerful new high-tech tools to alleviate suffering and
improve human lives.

